Press Release
Two years after Good Samaritan Law came into effect, 84% still unaware about new
rights: SaveLIFE Foundation
Institutional implementation of the law a key challenge
November 26, 2018: Findings of a national survey commissioned by the SaveLIFE Foundation have
revealed that overall only 16% of respondents are aware about the Good Samaritan Law.
The survey also revealed that even though there has been an increase in the general willingness to help
the victims, from 26 per cent in 2013 to 88 per cent in 2018, yet in terms of concrete actions the willingness
to help victims is still low. Out of the respondents willing to help, only 29 per cent were willing to escort the
victim to the hospital, 28 per cent were willing to call an ambulance and only 12 per cent said that they
would call the Police.
Earlier this year, SaveLIFE Foundation commissioned a national level study to evaluate the impact of the
Good Samaritan Law. SaveLIFE Foundation is credited with securing India’s very own Good Samaritan
Law in 2016 through a PIL in Supreme Court of India. The law was instituted in March 2016 when Hon’ble
Supreme Court provided “force of law” to the Guidelines and SOPs issued by Ministry of Road Transport
and Highways under Article 141 of the Constitution making it binding on all the States and Union Territories
of India.
The study assessed “Knowledge, Attitude, Behaviour and Practices” (KABP) of common citizens and
implementing authorities, (Police, Medical Practitioners and Hospital Staff, and the Judiciary) towards Good
Samaritan Law and highlight barriers to effective implementation of the Law. The study was conducted by
research agency MDRA across 11 cities namely – Delhi, Jaipur, Kanpur, Varanasi, Ludhiana, Bengaluru,
Hyderabad, Chennai, Mumbai, Indore and Kolkata with a total sample size of 3667 respondents including
Police Officials, Hospital Administration, Medical Practitioners and Trial Court Lawyers.
The survey also found that, in total violation of the Supreme Court judgment, none of the hospitals surveyed
had displayed a Good Samaritan Charter at their entrance, enumerating the rights of Good Samaritans who
bring or accompany the injured to the Hospital. Additionally, 96 per cent of the surveyed medical
professionals admitted to not having a Good Samaritan law Committee in their hospital and 64% of the
surveyed police officials admitted that they still take personal details of the Good Samaritan.
Commenting on the research report, Piyush Tewari, Founder and CEO, SaveLIFE Foundation said, “It is
quite evident from the study that even two years after the institution of the Good Samaritan Law citizens
are unaware of their new rights when they help an injured person on the road. Consequently, people are
still hesitant to help. Moreover, implementation of the SC judgment even at the official level has been
remarkably low, leading to lack of essential systems as mandated by the Honourable court. The need of
the hour is for States to translate the SC judgment into a State Good Samaritan Law, which would aid the
establishment of necessary systems including for public awareness, and ensure that lives that can be saved
are not lost merely due to public fear of getting harassed upon helping someone.”
Narrating a personal account, Mr. Shashank Shekhar said, “Last year on 10th August my brother, Prem
Pradeep was seriously injured in a road crash on his way to Noida from Lucknow. One of our acquaintance
who was accompanying my brother requested passersby to stop and help, but unfortunately no one
stopped. My brother was partially paralyzed for 3 months and is still undergoing treatment including speech
and occupational therapy. The crash has taken a huge toll on our family. Perhaps speedy assistance would
have ensured that he receives immediate medical care and things wouldn’t have turned out to be so grim
for us.”
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About SaveLIFE Foundation:
SaveLIFE Foundation (SLF) is a non-profit, non-governmental organization fighting to reduce India’s
extremely high number of road crash deaths. SLF combines strong research including onsite crash
investigation with interventions across policy advocacy and on ground interventions to save lives on India’s
roads. SLF is best known for its work to get India a Good Samaritan Law and for reducing road crash deaths
on the Mumbai Pune Expressway by 30% within two years of partnering with the Government of
Maharashtra to adopt the corridor. Over the next few years, SaveLIFE Foundation will continue to advocate
for system-level changes as well as investing in engaging citizens and governments real-time through
technology platforms, training programs and its flagship “Zero Fatality Corridor” projects.
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